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Executive Summary
We question the assumption that the Northeast will see a large population growth, and if anything,
the decline in oil related jobs would seem to indicate the opposite. The large number of properties
for sale in the area would also indicate that we are experiencing depopulation and a glut of
suitable housing.
The Registrar General's Annual Review of Demographic Trends 2017, indicates that there is a
need for lower occupancy, non family homes, which none of the planning bids address.
With regard to Sauchen we believe that the flood risk for the settlement has been grossly
understated and overlooked in the planning bids. The settlement is surrounded by extensive areas
of impervious clay subsoil which can only drain through the Cluny Burn. Given the graphic
evidence of the January 2016 flooding in Sauchen no further expansion of the area should be
considered until the impact of the next 76 houses in Cluny Meadows has been fully assessed and
understood. Given the slowing housing market this may take many years.
SEPA has increased their assumptions for extreme rainfall events by 20%, due to Climate
Change. Their April 2018 Flood map now incorporates Storm Frank data, but may lack January
2016 local flooding evidence in Sauchen. The Meteorological Oﬃce predict even greater potential
increases of extreme rainfall by 30% up to 2050 and possibly as much as 50% by 2080.
Summary of responses
Cluny - Sauchen
The CMM Community Council request that GR017 planning bid is rejected.
The CMM Community Council request that GR030 planning bid is given consideration.
Midmar
The CMM Community Council request that GR074 planning bid is rejected.
The CMM Community Council request that GR054 planning bid is given consideration.
Monymusk
The CMM Community Council request that MR074 planning bid is rejected.
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Cluny - Sauchen
The settlement at Sauchen relies entirely on the Cluny burn to the North for drainage and flood
mitigation, which was clearly demonstrated during the flooding in January 2016, when the Cluny
burn quickly exceeded its drainage capacity, flooding areas of Sauchen. This closed access roads
to the community, with obvious safety implications for emergency services.
Even without the 76 homes still be built in Cluny Meadows, and the associated upgrade of the
sewage works, the Cluny Burn exceeds its ability to protect the village.
All the areas to the North of the existing settlement should be preserved as they are, and kept
clear of any future housing developments, as they will severely impact drainage. Previous LDP’s
correctly did not support expanding the village to the North.
The area along the Cluny Burn and the numerous drainage networks also provide a crucial natural
habitat for a range of wildlife including populations of River and Brook Lamprey which should be
protected under the European Union Habitats Directive.
Many of the planning bids seek to convert good quality agricultural land into housing. At a time
when the impact of Brexit has still to be understood, we should be preserving agricultural land not
destroying it. If the 2018 long dry summer and increased rain fall in 2016 are any indication of the
impact of global warming, it is imperative that we maintain agricultural land for future generations.
From the Place Standard assessment conducted in 2018, the residents of Sauchen feel that the
community has already reached housing saturation, and will be stretched to the limit with the 76
family houses already sanctioned. The primary school at Cluny is already experiencing capacity
issues, and the secondary at Alford, is forecast to exceed capacity by 2022.
Over the past 20 years Sauchen has more than doubled in size.
In summary, the community council cannot support any further expansion of the settlement, and
request that councillors and planners reject all planning bids for the Sauchen area.
Sauchen Place Standards
The Place Standard assessment carried out by a large number of Sauchen residents, had
consistent themes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

School Over Capacity, and lacking facilities
Lack of Community Facilities
Flooding, and poor drainage from existing and recent developments
Traffic problems in Residential Areas
Reliance on Personal Transport for Work, Shopping and Schools
Lack of Shops
Lack of activities for teenagers

Any expansion to village should be focused on providing an environment and facilities to improve
the quality of life for residents, haphazard expansion through numerous small disjointed
developments, does nothing to support this.
The overall feedback was that the community will suffer if there is any more development without
addressing the identified needs. The sanctioned 76 houses were seen to be detrimental to the area
in a number of areas.
•
•
•
•

Road Safety
Negative impact on the rural feel of the area
Increased reliance on private transport
Overcrowding at Cluny Primary and Alford Academy

From the environmental perspective a population increase in Sauchen and the associated increase
the use of private transport is contrary to policies which aim to mitigate the use of fossil fuels, and
encourage developments in established transport corridors.
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Cluny - Sauchen Planning Bids
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Comments on GR017
We were surprised that this planning bid has been
elevated from “unsuitable” to “preferred” status given
the comments in the last LDP for this area (Ga065).
Nothing material has changed to explain this, and if
anything the Reporters extension to Cluny Meadows,
and the increased risk of flooding which is now well
established, would logically reject this site for
development.
The bid document is sadly lacking in much of the
required detail, with many factually incorrect
statements.
It was also noted with the 50 houses in the last LDP (Area Ga049 Cluny Meadows), that it was felt
that there was no need for any additional allocation in Sauchen. This area has now been
increased to 99 by the Reporter (with 76 still to be built). We can therefore see no justification for
even more houses.
We understand that GR017 was selected because of the low number of houses (15 in the
planning bid). Clearly a very subjective means of selection, and gives no recognition to any
objective environmental or planning criteria. This has now been increased by the planning
department to 30, making the selection criteria questionable; if the bid had been for 30 houses
would it have been elevated to preferred status?
Without any obvious objective new planning criteria, and a poorly drafted bid, GR017 is now
being promoted as:
“The capacity of this site has been increased from 15 to 30 homes.
The proposed site forms a logical extension to the settlement. A mix of house types is not currently
proposed however this would be sought. The site currently represents an underdevelopment of land
and it is considered that up to 30 homes could be delivered on the site. Amendment to the site
boundary is also required to exclude the burn and woodland to the west of the site. Development of
this site should not prejudice delivery of a safe route to school.”

The description seem to be at odds with the comments from the previous LDP, (highlighted
below).

!
The statement “logical extension to the settlement”, Must be questioned and has no logical
foundation. It has no support from the local community who feel that Sauchen is already at
saturation, even before the next 76 houses are built.
Any further allocation of development land around Sauchen without understanding the impact of
the next 76 houses, would at best be reckless given the flooding potential of the settlement, and
the lack of any community facilities (other than a play park).
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Flooding
Contrary to the statements in the planning bid, development on this site would significantly
increase the risk of flooding in Sauchen. Under storm conditions it would cause rapid rise in the
level of the Cluny Burn immediately downstream of the restrictive bridge on Main Street. This is
due to the extensive subsoil clay layer around Sauchen/Cluny. This in conjunction with the infill of
drainage land for the next 76 houses in Cluny Meadows will cause rapid water level increases.
Clause 16.2 of the January 2019 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment highlights Sauchen - Cluny as
being in major risk of flooding. GR017 is highlighted as requiring a formal flood risk assessment.
Details of the January 2016 flooding in Sauchen are covered below.
Sewage
The existing sewage plant in Sauchen is at capacity, with poor ecological condition, putting at risk
the downstream habitat in the Cluny Burn.

The 2016 SEPA assessment for the Sauchen sewage plant shows:
Red: Less than good ecological status
The Scottish Water (2014-16) assessment shows:
Amber: Limited capacity for development. Development should only proceed on the basis
of documented MoU agreement.
The Overall assessment shows:
Red, where there is a capacity restriction for either the environment and
the asset or both.

This would indicate that without substantial investment, the plant will be unable to provide
additional capacity for the currently approved 76 houses in Cluny Meadows. Again the planning
bid seems to under play the sewage limitations and ecological problems, future expansion for
GR017, would be very questionable.
If the development is to have its own sewage treatment plant, even on a temporary basis, it will be
a substantial additional risk to the downstream habitat, which is already suﬀering from the failings
of the existing treatment plant.
Schools
Any additional housing in Sauchen will result in capacity constraints at the Cluny Primary, and
Alford Academy which is already forecast to be over capacity. The financial implications of
expanding the schools and environmental issues of bussing more pupils, would have a negative
impact on the community.
Cluny Primary, is currently operating close to capacity and is sadly lacking some basic facilities
for example, a gym hall.
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Transport
Once again the planning bid overlooks the lack of any credible public transport for Sauchen.
Every household will have at least 2 vehicles, meaning that with the 76 houses still to be built and
another 30 houses in GR017, would mean an additional 200 - 250 vehicles on the roads.
Clearly this is not in line with the transport strategy in SDP.
Habitat
The area along the Cluny Burn and the numerous drainage networks also provide a crucial natural
habitat for a range of wildlife including populations of River and Brook Lamprey which should be
protected under the European Union Habitats Directive.
Loss of Farming Land
GR017 is currently good quality agricultural land which provides reliable crop yields every year, to
loose this would be very shortsighted given the environmental changes we face.
Summary of response
The CMM Community Council request that GR017 planning bid is rejected.
The CMM Community Council request that GR030 planning bid is given consideration.
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Planning Bids for Cluny - Sauchen
GR020
This bid, would add to the drainage problems and increase
flood risk with the additional surface drainage.
This planning bid in isolation does nothing to enhance the
village and will negatively impact the environment for the
existing residents. It also removes prime agricultural land.
GR021
This bid, would add significantly to the drainage problems and
increase flood risk with the additional surface and sewage
drainage.
This bid, would however be a game changer for the village and
would provide all the facilities which are currently missing from
the village. It would have a material impact on schooling.
Vehicular access will need to be assessed. As with other bids it
would again destroy good quality agricultural land.
It is hard to see how the Cluny Burn could cope with the
magnitude of this development.
GR030
The area in this bid is not prime agricultural land, and could
possibly provide some limited enhancement to the village, with a
community hub or retail facility. The location would not lend itself
to domestic accommodation. Drainage and sewage will need to
be given careful attention, as it is a remote location from the
existing water treatment plant. Road access off the A944 will
also need to be assessed.

GR056
This bid would be a loss of good agricultural land, and
a rather disjointed expansion of the community.
Adding nothing positive to the area.
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GR096
This bid, would add significantly to the drainage problems
and increase flood risk with the additional surface
drainage, and elevation of land for building.
The agricultural land in this bid has been subject to
flooding and would require careful risk assessment,
however it could provide some of the facilities currently
lacking in the village.
It would also require a new sewage facility.
GR097
This bid, would
add significantly to the drainage problems and increase
flood risk with the additional surface drainage.
The agricultural land in this bid has been subject to flooding
and and would require careful risk assessment, however
this expansion of GR096, starts to be more logical, with
good road access.
It would also require a new sewage facility.

GR115
This bid, would add significantly to the drainage problems and
dramatically increase flood risk with the additional surface
drainage so close to the main pinch points causing the
flooding.
Again this large northerly bid would destroy a large area of
good quality agricultural land, part of which it is already subject
to flooding. It would negatively impact the environment for
residents, and eco systems.
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Flooding in Sauchen January 2016

In January 2016, Sauchen was eﬀectively cutoﬀ when the police closed road access to the
settlement with potential risk to life, due to severe flooding. Clause 16.2 of the January 2019
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment highlights Sauchen - Cluny as being in major risk of flooding.
A simple visual review of the land either side of the Cluny Burn around Sauchen, shows that it is a
floodplain, with wetlands. The Cluny Burn is the main drainage for a very large area of countryside
upstream of Sauchen.
The substantial infill of farm land along with the elevation of land for the Cluny Meadows
development, has constrained the flow path of the Cluny Burn, significantly reducing the time
taken for the burn to reach saturation.
It is noted that due to Climate Change, SEPA have increased their assumptions of extreme rainfall
events by 20%, in their April 2018 flood map which now incorporates Storm Frank data. The
Meteorological Oﬃce predict even greater potential increases of extreme rainfall events by 30%
up to 2050 and possibly as much as 50% by 2080.
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The Kirkwood Homes 2012 flood map, showing a 1 in 200 year flood event for the Cluny
Meadows development greatly underestimated the extent of flooding. The rain in January 2016
was well short of a 1 in 200 year event, however as can be seen from the documented flooding
points, risk to the village is more severe than predicted.

Kirkwood Homes 1 in 200 Year Flood Map

The Cluny Burn between Sauchen and Dalmahoy Bridge at South Lodge is the only drainage for
Sauchen and the surrounding area, and is frequently subjected to flooding. Any housing
developments to the North of Sauchen either side of the Cluny Burn will increase the tendency to
flood, and hence put Sauchen at risk.
The catchment area feeding the Cluny Burn, is extensive as can be seen in the SEPA flood map.
This explains why water levels in the Cluny Burn can be subject to rapid change.

Cluny Burn Catchment Area
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Midmar Planning Bids

The Midmar area has only a small contained housing hamlet including a local Primary School
and Hall. Although the housing in the area is quite "sprawled” out it has a really vibrant engaged
Community that makes full use of their School and Hall facilities. We feel strongly that we need to
support the growth potential of this area that gives continuity to the school role and encourages
young families to be able to aﬀord to live in this area.
GR054

Supports the principle well in that it potentially provides
aﬀordable homes for the younger generation that is currently
priced out of the market. In addition this is a very desirable bid
having eco credentials and medium sized homes which fit the
demand criteria of the area.

We challenge the “ancient woodland status” for this site as the
bid in question has many redundant stone walls, which
highlights that originally it supported small plots of farming
land, which is now colonized by broom. The trees which were
due to be planted here will be planted elsewhere and more
besides. Trees would considerably restrict the light to both
Glenwood Cottages and the
school play park. Children living in this development will be able to safely walk to primary school.
The Community Council supports this application.
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GR055

This site forms part of the small settlement of Tillybirloch. It is a
small field with housing on both sides and close to the footpath
which runs down to Midmar School, so safe for children, with no
roads to cross. Along with GR054 this would help to support both
Midmar school and the viability of the community

GR071

No Comment

GR074
This bid site is adjacent to Midmar Public Hall and is specifically
protected for a public garden development. This has not taken place
as yet, due to complete lack of activity by the developer, who has not
sold a single house. In addition it provides an essential barrier
between the hall and the 8 houses adjacent to this site that remain to
be built. The Hall hosts many events and activities including sporting,
concerts, theatre and weddings. The garden and decked area
immediately to the west of the hall is very popular, both during
daytime events and also during parties, dances and weddings, often
with late licences and music. It is for all these reasons that to permit
housing in this area is not acceptable. The reasons for the original
exclusion of this area from development, remain today.

Midmar
The CMM Community Council request that GR074 planning bid is rejected.
The CMM Community Council request that GR054 planning bid is given consideration.
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Monymusk Planning Bids

Summary of response
The CMM Community Council request that MR074 planning bid is rejected.
This is based on a largely negative resident response from the Monymusk community.
Community feedback to the CC took the form of written responses to community noticeboards,
and to an online survey (open for 3 days) on the ‘What’s on in Monymusk’ Facebook page (53
responses) in which 66% of respondents are not in favour of MR074.
The CC agrees with the MIR LDP statement that ‘The large scale growth of housing on the
allocated OP1 site needs time to consolidate and a long stabilisation period is needed.’
Concerns were expressed by residents on the following themes

●Increased flooding
●Water and Waste Water Treatment at or close to capacity
●Detriment to traﬃc safety
●Limited education capacity
●Lack of housing demand
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Sense of place and Environment

Monymusk is a conservation area with a strong sense of place and community.
Residents expressed concern about the addition of even more housing development in a village
recognised for its heritage design that this would detract from the visual impact of the original
historic buildings.
Increased risk of flooding
The Todlachie Burn has caused flooding during extreme rainfall events (Storm Frank and sudden
summer thunderstorms) of the road into the village and properties adjacent to the burn. Surface
water from Phase 1 and 2 of the new development now also partially drains into the Todlachie
Burn, upstream of the village. Concern has been expressed that further drainage from the
proposed housing and increased rainfall intensity due to climate change would increase flood risk.
77% of respondents think that additional dwellings will have a negative impact increasing flood
risk, and be detrimental to the River Don.
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Drinking Water
Residents report tankers making delivery for some time, this could be related to water supply
issues.
Waste Water Treatment
The waste water treatment (WWT) works are currently operating with a Memorandum of
Understanding and are at Amber in Scottish Water’s own asset data capacity. This requires
fortnightly of sludge by articulated tanker for processing in Aberdeen. This operation has
significant energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions.
Extracted from MCL 2524 MOU Waste Water WW Development Capacity Sheet 2016 p. 9, see
Figure below).
Further

development of housing requires significant water and waste water infrastructure development to
be sustainable and comply with RD1: Responsibility of developers

Environment
The River Don between Alford and Inverurie is now classified as ‘moderate’ in water quality status
having been ‘good’ between Alford and the bridge at Pitfichie in the past. The Water Framework
Directive has improved agricultural practice with the introduction of riparian boundaries. The only
change in the catchment is the quantity of housing suggesting waste water treatment practice has
not kept pace with housing development. The Don is a famous fishing river, deterioration of the
river environment important for fish, freshwater mussels and lamprey is a matter of concern. The
adjacent Gullie Burn is a wildlife corridor used by semi-aquatic species such as otters (information
from UK Wild Otter Trust) to the Clyans Dam. It links Clyans Wood (designated Ancient Woodland)
with riparian woodland important for European protected species and locally significant species.
The proximity of further housing should be fully justified. Further, MR074 sits within 500m of a
local nature reserve.
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Education
The development constrains any future opportunity to develop safer sports facilities adjacent to
the school and greater school day eﬃciency. There are also concerns about the community
campus at Alford having future capacity. The majority of the online respondents were either
against or strongly against further development given the availability of (secondary) schooling in
the area. 57% of survey respondents are against the development with respect to education
provision.

Traﬃc
Traﬃc is constrained by the historic nature of the conservation area and the single route through
the village.
There are currently concerns about traﬃc safety particularly with visibility restrictions due to
excess speed, worsened by parked cars at road junctions created by Phase 1 and 2 of recent
development. There are now regular restrictions in movement past the new social housing
opposite the Sir Francis Grant Memorial Garden due to cars parked in the street despite 2 parking
spaces provided per unit and in the Square where existing residents have no oﬀ-street parking.
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The bid submission does not address the implications of increasing traﬃc volume with the
potential additional development. This development has the potential to add another 90 cars to
the area every morning and evening.
79% of survey respondents think that potential addition of 90 further vehicles would have a
negative impact. Any development should strongly consider safe and eﬃcient traﬃc flow
measures at junctions to and within the village. Other comments included concern at the B993
junction and continued potential for collision where despite new signage speed of traﬃc
approaching the junction shows little sign of moderation.
Village facilities
62% of the responses either disagreed or thought it would make no diﬀerence to the assertion
that more houses increase viability of small business. 38% of respondents agreed with the idea
that more houses would bring small business potential to Monymusk. Given the recent closure of
the Grant Arms after the addition of more dwelling it seems that the viability of local business is
independent of the number of dwellings within Monymusk. Residents also expressed concern
about detrimental eﬀect on current internet infrastructure and negative impact this would have on
private and/or potential small business use.
Limited housing demand
Monymusk is largely a commuter settlement. Poor public transport availability currently means car
ownership is essential for work. Further housing will increase greenhouse gas emissions until
electric vehicle ownership increases. MR074 is premised on the assumption that there continues
to be an increasing demand for more housing in Monymusk and the surrounding area. Many
residents did not consider there to be a current need for further housing at this time (see General
Planning Comments on Housing Need below).
Monymusk
The CMM Community Council request that MR074 planning bid is rejected.
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General Planning Comments
Housing Need
The housing market in the Northeast of Scotland is currently suﬀering from the largest sustained
downturn in the oil industry, with currently over 6,000 properties for sale in the area. In addition
there are many thousands of new homes sanctioned, and in the process of being built across
large areas of greenbelt. The oil industry is in a steep sustained decline and will not recover to the
previous historic highs, we therefore question the forecasted need for so many new homes in the
area.
The planning bids, offer mostly larger family house types, with very few lower occupancy,
affordable, or social rent housing.
From the Registrar General's
Annual Review of Demographic
Trends 2017, it shows an
increasing need for smaller low
occupancy properties, which
none of the planning bids
address. This also shows the
associated decline in the need
for larger occupancy housing.
https://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/
files//statistics/rgar/2017/
rgar17.pdf
Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire
have the highest level of empty
properties which the 200%
council tax is now being levied
on, again indicating we do not
need more new housing.
The assumption that the increased need for housing is based on migration, must presume
increased job opportunities, which again is not evident in the Northeast. Therefore this should be
questioned, otherwise there will be an oversupply, and many developments will be left unfinished.
From work carried out by
Aberdeen University, and the Oil
and Gas Authority, overall
employment in oil and gas has
declined by about 30% since
2013. Even with the best case,
the projected production decline
in the Oil and Gas Authorities
March 2018 report, we can
expect job levels to steadily
decline into the future, with an
associate population movement
out of the Aberdeen area.
These statistics were based on
$70/bbl, the current oil price in
closer to $60, which would
indicate that the decline will be
even sharper.
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Rental Accommodation
From the BBC Scotland News report 23 January 2019, shows the dramatic drop in average
monthly rents in the Aberdeen area, which is a clear indication that there is an oversupply of
available properties. This is a direct result of declining population and the increase in the
availability of student and hotel accommodation, leaving rental properties to fill the domestic
market.
Again this adds weight to question the need for yet more house building.

Aberdeenshire Population
From the Aberdeenshire Council website
the graph confirms that there is a
population decline, which again puts in
question the assumption that the
population will increase.
With the continual job losses this trend is
likely to continue for several years.
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Environmental Issues
From the Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan:

Accessibility - Objective
To make sure that all new developments contribute towards reducing the need to travel
and encourage people to walk, cycle or use public transport by making these attractive
choices

As there is an almost total reliance on private car transport for residents of Sauchen and
Monymusk, any further developments would add to the environmental problems, against the
objectives of the Strategic Development Plan.
For example, most households need multiple cars, so there will be at least another 150 cars
associated with the next 76 house expansion of Sauchen, and transport will need to be augmented
for both primary and secondary schools. For Monymusk we can add at least another 90 cars, and
school busses.
This would indicate that Sauchen and Monymusk are not suitable candidates for any further
expansion, as there isn't, and will not be any viable public transport, or safe walking/cycling routes.
Education
As a Community Council which has primary schools in the catchment of the secondary school at
Alford, we must draw attention to the fact that there is a necessity to expand the secondary
school at Alford. It was designed to be enlarged and its size should not be a constraint on
sensible development within its catchment area. Small rural communities must be allowed
sustainable development, as well as the main development corridors in Aberdeenshire
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